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 A: A simple way would be to check the checksum of the page and compare it to the checksum of the other pages in the book. If they are identical, then you know the previous page was changed and so all subsequent pages would be identical as well. If it were changed, then you would assume the changes were made after the page you just read. You might have to add a check to ensure the page you are
reading has a valid checksum so that it is not completely broken (no checksum) or no pages (a blank book). If you can afford it, you could store all of the pages in a tree like structure, and generate an index of every page. You then read a page and build a set of all pages which have changed since you've read that page. Then, you repeat this until you have scanned through the book. When you've done

that, you simply look at every page in the set of pages you've generated, and if any have changed, skip them and continue. Since the chances of two pages being different are much lower than the chances of one page being different, you should be able to get the job done with about 15 or 20 pages. India, China Railway Meet to Increase Rail Freight India and China Railway Meet to Increase Rail
Freight Jindal to promote rice trade with China REUTERS - India and China have agreed to increase cooperation on passenger and freight services and transportation infrastructure between them, a top Indian cabinet minister said on Wednesday, as New Delhi seeks to increase trade with its largest Asian trading partner. “During the (Chinese) President’s visit, we discussed the possibility of building

railway freight connectivity and increasing cooperation on transport infrastructure and cooperation on passenger services,” Minister of State for Commerce and Industry Nirmala Sitharaman told reporters. She was referring to Xi Jinping’s visit to New Delhi in December, when he is expected to formally open a vast rail freight corridor, a project that will bypass Pakistan-controlled parts of Kashmir and
open up the strategic route. India and China Railway Co Ltd, state-owned freight arm of the China Railway Corporation, signed an agreement on Tuesday for the second phase of the freight corridor. India is also negotiating to open freight stations in China’s western regions. New Delhi has not developed much trade 82157476af
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